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Original doors have generally

been replaced. New doors

should be removed and replaced

with 44 mm four panel hinge type

door leaves inclusive of genuine

brass door hardware

New light timber frame and

plaster has been introduced

to cover original masonry.

All plasterboard wall lining

needs to be removed from the

ground floor and architraves,

skirting and ceiling cornices

reinstated .

Rising damp issues evident

on ground floor

particularly in this identified

area. Rappoport recommends;

 The footings be consolidated

with Westox product

 Poultice sacrificial render

applied to draw out salts in the

mortar

Introduced fluorescent lights

on the ground floor should

be replaced with central

pendant lights to complement the

original character of the building g

Modern fittings

and fixtures introduced  on

most ground floor wall surfaces.

Plumbing is of the highest

priority. The existing roof

drainage system is to be

inspected by a suitably qualified

hydraulic engineer to determine

the necessity for replacement

gutters, downpipes and rainwater

heads. All replacement rainwater

goods are to be of galvanised

iron material (not PVC, colorbond

or cooper)

Sub floor ventilation system

requires improvement in order to

address rising damp issues

Carpet has been laid over the

original timber floorboards

GF.11
Original fireplace in both rooms

has been boxed in with a timber

frame wall and plasterboard

cladding. This is intrusive and

should be reversed

Staircase including the tongue

and groove timber staircase

soffit constitute potentially

non original fabric. Built in the

federation style

Original door with both original

and new door hardware

Original sandstone door hood in

good condition

The slate roof generally needs

to be checked and any loose

slates need to be repaired by

a suitably qualified slate roofer

All windows need to be checked and

eased in order to determine whether

repairs are required to any sash

cords, sash weights or window

hardware which if missing, damaged

or incorrectly replaced needs to be of

genuine 1860s type, of the period and

of genuine brass - no brass plated

products to be provided

Ground floor plasterboard ceilings

are to be replaced with tongue and

groove timber ceilings painted to

match the ceilings on the first floor

A suitably qualified structural engineer

is to check the structural integrity of the

existing building in order to certify that

the proposed use of an exhibition

centre will be suitable in terms of live

loads and the integrity of the existing

structural components (walls, roof,

footings and floors)


